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SPrtCE NII.RC rtND 'l'BE ROLE OF INTERNl'tTIONll.t. Srt'l'Et.t.l'l'E NE1'WOR!tS 

A DISCOSSION PrtPER ON rtMERICrtN STRrtTBG! 

SOMIIAR! 

Satellite networks have tu.nsformed world communications in 

less then twenty years. The chsnges have been so swift that many 

of the conditions which guided the first generation of satellite 

development ate outdated, one result of a atunning success in 
• 

global cooperation. 

rt major attempt to redefine intern11tional rules for 

satellite development will t11.ke place next year, The occaston 

will be an i:TO World rtdministrative Radio Conference - the so

called Space WII.RC. The conference i,,ill be held in two sessions, 

the first in rtugust 1985, and the aecond in 1988, Both sessions 

will deal primarily with technical end administrative matters. 

The Space WARC agenda focuasee on II review of the procedures 

wheaby the ITO administers access to two natural resources 

needed for satellite communications. They ue radio frequencies 

and the geostationary orbit (GSO) - the vast circle above the 

Equator where most satellites 11re placed. {The f\lll text cf the 

1979 ITO resolution defining the Space WABC agenda generally is 

given in Appendii< 11.,) 

Behind the conference's technic11l discussions, however, are 

important political and economic implications, affecting 



international communications development generally and 1'merican 

interests &pecifically. 

This paper will discuss U.S. strategy for the conference 11s 

it relate& to one critical aspect of the meeting. This is the 

parado,: that the conference agenda does not deal with the most 

import!lnt players in global satellite operations, These are the 

multilateral organizaticns which run the international networks, 

The most important of the organhstion, ie Intelsat, the 109-

nation consortium which provides services, directly and 

indirectly, to 175 countries and other jurisdictions worldwide. 

There are other networks: the Soviets, Eurcpeans, r.rabs and 

Indonesians have, now or in the near future, smaller systems. 

Collectively these multilateral organhations are responsible for 

over 90 per cent of all satellite tn.ffic. (The remainder 

involves primarily ll.S. domestic networks.) The multilateral 

or9"anhations (and, pre-ellfin"ently, Intelsat) are, in short, the 

key players in global satellite communications. 

Intelsat and the other networks will be st the Space Wl'.RC as 

non-voting ob,;ervers. Their interests will be represented 

fractionally by their members, who make up 75 per cent of ITll'i; 

coni;tituency. The renon for thii; is that the Onion is, in the 

U.N. pattern, an organhation of ,;overeign nations. 

As II result, the Space W/1.RC agenda is shaped in terms of 

national interests. Spe<::ifically, its die,;:ussions will <::enter 

around diffeting views of sovereignty rights as they rilate to 

a<::<::ess to satellite radio frequency and geostationary orbit 

resour,;:ei;. Is ac<::ess to these tesour<::es essentially a free right 

of anr nation, based on needs and capabilities to use then,? Or 
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ace they- (in-the Third Wotld phrase) "the common heeita.ge of 

mllnkind,• to be allocated equitably to each countcy on a pee

determined formula? 

The Onited states and other "Northern• countciee support the 

former approach. Current ITO procedureG generally conform to 

this relatively unencun,bered access, subject to technical

coordination standacdi;. AG a result, there has been considerable 

flexibility in the availability of these resources - an important 

element in encouraging the rapid expansion of i;atellite networks 

over the p!lst twenty years. The basic American position going in 

to the Space WARC will be_ to preserve this flexibility. 

The less develo~d countries (LDCs) are the ITO majority. 

They will come to the conference supporting major changes in the 

pcesent system, Their goal is a regulatory regime whiob will 

give them \in two key words) •equitable" ~nd *guaranteed" access 

to S!ltellite frequencies in oectain services and to GSO 

resources, In most of theit proposals, thh will translate to 

some form of exclusive "ownership" of these resources, country by 

country. llny formula that is adopted will recogniie the need to 

adjust this vesting to suoh fi!.ctots as geographical siie of an 

individu!ll country i!.nd/oc to its population, Bowever, the 

overall result will be to lock in frequency and GSO resources to 

a lar9e nu.mber of LDCs (e.9. Belin, Nepal, The Gambia) which 

have no foreseeable plans for developing a national satellite 

system. Tb.e cunent satellite ground rules will be changed in a 

significi!.nt way, There is a rougb. !lnalo9y to the more complex 

Law-of-the-Sea negotiations of the past deci!.de. 



Tbe stage appears set foe anotlun Nortb-South confrontation 

on 11. global resources issue. 

This is, however, too simple a scenario for the Sp.,ce WARC. 

As suggested above, it ignores the f11ct that, day by day, almost 

all s"tellite comrounications are carded out by multilateral 

organizations, and particulady by Intelsat, The conference will 

m"ke its decisions, under cunent arrangements, on the basis of 

national clairos to access to frequency and GSO resources, 

Whatever the final decisions, the needs of the multilateral 

organizations will be squeezed into " national-sovereignty 

forroula, as they are now. 

This discussion paper will revil!II the implicatione of this 

for o.s. strategy "t Space WARC. It will examine whether, and 

how, Intels11t llnd other multilateral organiz11tions might play a 

iiiote active tole in propo,;als for moderating the coropeting 

approaches to satellite-resource access which wUl be subroitted 

to the conference, 

The ntionale for looking at this prospect is clear cut. 

Int!lsat is, in reality, the guu;,,.ntor of equitable access to 

Slltellite services for most ITO members, particularly in the 

developing world, Vesting c1"ims to frequency and GSO resources 

will have no pr;,,.etieal effect on strengthening the opportunities 

for equitable, guannteed service for these countries, Such 

vesting pre-supposes that a country will develop its own netional 

satellite system - an assumption th;o.t does not apply, fotc 

economic and other reasons, te most of the ITO's 159 members, 

These realities are well-known to evecyene involved in Space 

W1',RC, They have been obscured primarily because of the 
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reluctance of the t110 sets of contending players tc raise them 

publicly, presumably fot feat of compromising their initial 

"hard" positions, II number cf llmerican studies (including cne by 

an FCC industry advisory committee) have d!Gcussed the issue. By 

and large, ho11ever, the subject has tended to be given a 

' secondary status in Sp11-ce WM'IC pl11-nning exerciees. 

In reviewing the present role of lntels11-t and the other 

multilateral organizations in the Space WIIRC negotiations, this 

discussion p11-per suggests that the Onited States h11-s a strong 

interest in actively examining a negotiating option that 11ould 

give Intelsat and the other networks an explicit role in any 

future ITO arrangement& for frequency 1md GSO acc:ess. 

llny expended role for the multil11-teral organizations 11111 

requite some Gcaling down of the present nation-oriented fOGus ·of 

botb the No_rthern 11-nd Southern positions at the conference. Given 

strong eensitivities on Bovereignty, this will be difficult to 

do, The alternative, bo11ever, could be a conference outcome 

which would impose regulatory conditions unfavorable to the 

steady cunent expansion of world satellite resources, to the 

detriment of all countries. 

TBi BIICKGROOND FIICTORS 

To begin with, there is a specialhed jargon in 

internation11-l telecommunic11-tions, as 11ith any business. In order 

to complement other docume11ts on Space l'IARC subjects, it is 

useful to adopt sever11-l specific phuses. In the ITO, mernber-

11ations ace referred to ilS "1'.dmi11istrations.• Multilateral 
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organizations like Intelsat ace usually called •common 0sec 

Ocganhations.• In this papec, to ceduce pccse clog, they will 

be ceferred to as CCJOs. 

In order to put the CUO issue in csh.tionship to other Space 

WARC factors, it is useful tc summarize two points: (1!1.) the 

Space WARC pcocei<s itself l!l.nd (b) the current procedures by which 

the ITO hendles coordination of cadio frequency and gecstationacy 

orbit {GSO) cesoucces. 

Space WARC conference activities have been divided into 

three pacts. The first is to consider the cuccent situation foe 

use of the geoatationl!l.ty orbit foe communications satellites. 

The second i& to decide lihl!lt alternative arrangements may be 

necessary and foe which frequency bands and services. Finally, 

the conference is to decide lihat principles and criteria should 

guide any_altecnat.!,,,e acrangement. This latter task will 

probably not be taken up until the second seuion of the 

conference in 1988. One certainty is that the Space WARC will 

modify a number of cuccent ITO procedures. In ocdec to under

stand the complexities involved i!' any changes the conference 

recommends, a brief review of the \i'ay in which access to GSO and 

frequency resources a~e handled under cucrent procedures is in 

order. 

The responsibility foe this process has been assigned to an 

ITIJ component. the Intetnational Frequency Registration Boatd 

(IFRBl, The Board is" semi-autonomoos unit within the ITlJ 

structure, Onder the present system, ITCI lldministrations submit 

requests foe frequency and/or GSO resources to the IFRB foe 

registration on its !!aster Register. The claim is honored if it 
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confotms with established technic11.l ctiterh, and if it is not 

chllllenged in terms of interference with II previously registared 

claim by another Administration, The IFRB ii; not a regulatory 

agency in the notmlll sense of the term. Its role is to confirm 

or ratify the outcome of the registration process rather than 

to adjudicate or enforce any decision. 

If a registration is challenged on the bash of harmful 

interference to a preli'iously-registered frequency or GSO slot, 

the matter becomes a subject of bilateral consultation between 

the concerned Administrations. The IFRB may assist in the 

process but it is not designed to satisfy competing claims 

through enforcahle regulatory sanctions. The system is porous 

enough thi!t, in situations where an Administration is clearly 

the offending party in an interference issue, it can insist that 

its clai~ be' listed in the IFRB Master Register. 

In terms of the Sp11.ce W!IRC and its issues, it is important 

to note that the current IFRB system is not ill structured planning 

process in the sense of identifying and enforcing optimal use of 

limited frequency and GSO resources. Its focus is on ,servicing 

one-illt-a-time claims to a specific part of the resource, 

Resource conservation as su.ch is not a factor. One result is 

that the IFRB Mastet Register contains many registrations that 

are unused or mieused, complicating attempts to reduce 

congestion in international frequency use. 

The primary beneficiaries for this so-called "first come, 

first served' system of registering frequencies and GSO "slots• 

have been the big satellite powers - notably the Onited States 
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and the Soviet Onion. The other big beneficiary has been 

Intelsat, whose satellites caccy the great bulk of internii,tional 

tcaffio, During the tiut two decades of satellite 

co1111eunications, there have been relatively few difficulti~~:·in 

obtaining available frequency and GSO resources, Bowever, in two 

instances in recent years, two Third World countries - India and 

Indonesia - have had problems coordinating their satellites--With 

those of Intelsat and the Soviet Intersputnik network, These 

incidents, which were resolved, tended to reinforce LDC claims 

that it will be increasingly more difficult 'foe them to haVe • 

ar;cess to increasingly limited frequency and GSO resources as the 

big satellite powers r;ontinue to expand their present systems. 

This ,will he the nub ~f the Space WA~C debate during two 

sessions spread out over a three year period. 

At the present time, the coos ace essentially outsiders to 
--

the debate. The ITO- is an organization of sovereign Stlltesi the 

coos attend its conferences as observers. Their interests in ITO 

regulatory coordination are handled by individual states, known 

as Notifying Administrations. (The U.S., and specifically the 

FCC, serves this role for Intelsat.) There are also working 

contacts between Intelsllt and the ITO for coordination and other 

matters. Nevertheless, the essentilll point h that the COOs 

conently have no direct administrative or leg-al representation 

within the IT□ framework. Thus Space WARC interests will be 

decided by its members, acting- individually or in regional or 

ideological groups. Althougb Intelsat, in particular, bas 

discussed Spar;e WARC issues within its own governing bodies, 

there will not be an "Intelsat r::aucus" at the conference, 
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Despite thie arm's-length relationship with the ITO, the 

coos will be directly affected by any decisions the conference 

takes, Their organhational interest!< would probably be best 

served if the conference makes no significant changes in the 

present ITO procedures. The current system is flexible enough to 

give COOs the GSO slots and frequencies they need with relatively 

few coordination difficulties. It is unlikely, however, that 

the present procedures will be left untouched. The more probable 

outeome involves some form of mote structured planning and 

coordination process, with the possibility of pre-assignment of 

GSO slots and fre,1uenoies on a country-by-country basis. Whatever 

variation is selected, such an outcome woulll not be helpful to 

Intelsat in particular. Rigid pre-assignment, from which it 

would be excluded by definition, could limit the present range of 
C 

fleldbility it enjoys in effeotiv"ely planning and coord_inating 

its GSO and frequency require!lents, 

Realistically, any preassignment plan will have to oonsider 

Intelsat needs, This could involve, for instance, some form of 

arc-segmentation arcangement for its GSO requirements. Whatever 

accomodation was made, however, Intelsat WO\lld be looked into a 

long-range planning system that collld litnit its ability to 

respond to options made possible by allvances in satellite 

technology or by its ow-n changing operational needs. The res\llt 

WO\lld be to limit capabilities for efficient aggregation of both 

its ow-n services as well as GSO and fregllency resollrces. 

1'.s S\lggested above, these prospects are llirectly relevant to 

pre[>aration of o.s, proposals for the c:onferenc:e. Intelsat and 
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othet cuoa represent &n important h,ctor in any viabh middle 

ground between the current essenti&lly open-ended system which 

benefits big satellite powers and the extremes of rigid A priori 

procedures which could tie up otherwise usefo.l resources in an 

essentially political aolo.tion that would, st best, only 

partially respond to legitimate futu,e LDC satellite needs. 

Bow does the cue factor fit into a workable o.s. strategy? 

Basically the United states seeks a viable formula that will 

oontino.e to provide the flel'ible benefit& of the present I'I'O 

p,ocedures, adapted to LDC concerns about future access to GSO 

and freqo.enoy resources. It will, in particular, have to 

address alternatives for "guaranteed" access short of LDC 

resource-vssting proposals. The.re are number of components 

involved hen - technical, political and economic. 'I'his paper 

will discuss the COO factors which ate common to each of these in 

any oVerall o.s, sttategy, 'I'be paper makes the fO"llowing 

assumptions: 

1, 'I'ber,:, are flaw& in the pre&ent procedures in terms 

of providing sufficient assurances for practical access to GSO 

and frequency resources down the road for both new entrants as 

well as present operators. At a minimum, the United States will 

have to propose some adjustments 1n the present proc:edur,:,s to 

accomodate LDC concerns, 

2. The LDC proposah fo, rigid A ~~Li vesting of 

rights in these resources, count,y by country, lower the 

prospects for guaranteed access by reducing the overall ;o.bility 

to adjust the resources flexibly as overall access needs evolve. 

3. The pra9m~tic guarantor of intern5tional access fo, 



most ITO members are the caoi;. About 12B of the anion's memberr. 

are alao members of one or more caoa. The remainder are, by and 

large, mini-states with little or no internstional tra.ffic. In 

the case of Intelsat in particular, equitable access is 

reinforced at three levels, 

technical• through planning procedures that 

consider the international ,and domestic needs of Inteli;at membere 

in the design of advanced satellites and in their-operational 

modes. 

cconomll, through efficient aggregation of GSO 

and frequency resources, together with tariffing procedures that 

favor smaller countries and profit-sharing arrangements that can 

help finance overall national telecommunications development. 

oolitical, by providing each Intelsat nation 

with an element of control over organi~ational ·decisions in the 

planning and operational process. Through weighted voting 

procedures, Intelsat decisions are still dominated by a small 

group of industrial nations, the heavy users_ of the system, 

However, smaller nations have increasing influence, through 

aggregation of their shares by region (as provided for in the 

Int,:,lsat p,:,rmanent agtceements) or through direct pressure on the 

organization's plans. 

4, In _its So>ace WII.RC proposals, the Oni-ted States will 

have to consider the role of the coos in any viable plen for 

futu,e GSO and frequency coordination. Its options run from a 

continuation of present o>rocedures to proposals for giving COO's 

a more direct role in the ITO coordination o>rocess. This paper 
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examines the 19.tter set of options. 

5. !'.ny proposals for 9ivin9 CUO's II more ditect roh 

should be developed as realistic alternativn to cunent LDC A 

ptiod- planrlin9 propou.ls. There h a ran9e of options here. 

Their common theme will be to raise the •guarantee threshold" by 

involving the coos in the plannin9 process in ways that take 

advantage of their ability to meet members' needs on an efficient 

collectiv,:, basis. In effect, they would have some form of 

priority consideration in the coordination process, working out 

efficient patterns within and between CUOs, Their planning would 

catty special weight in the overall process because of their 

ability to aggregate GSO and frequency resources more 

efficiently. 

6. Any suoh special consideration would not abrogate 

or modify the-right of any ITU Administrastion to register its 

own national requirements throu9h the Union's curren"t procedures. 

The difference, of course, is that (under some formula) their 

needs would be considered in 11. "second round," after COO 

requirements 11<e submitted. The second-round procedure would 

involve coordinating overall COO requirements with individual 

national requirements, The presumption is that most national 

requirements would be accomodated in the initial round. 

Befori;, looking at some of the CUC options available 

to American preparations for the Space WMC, it is useful to 

review background factors pertinent to any decisions in this 

area, 

THE MISSING cao FACTOR 
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The obvioui. question to ask is why hasn't the cuo factor 

received 111ore attention? Collectively, they represent the 

largest single operational element _!n international sl!l.tellite 

communications. Intels'at alone hl!l.ndles more than half of all 

international traffic, if one includes cable traffic but excludes 

micro.,ave and other regi_!)nal traffic in North Amedca and Europe. 

Despite this massive reality, Intelsat and the other CUOs are 

effectively on the sidelines in any formal discussion of future 

international regulatory aru.ngements such as thii!. one that will 

tl!l.k.e place at Space WARC in 1985 and 1988. 

Tbe orthodox reason for this is the structure of the 

125-ye;u-old Internationl!l.l Telecommunications Onion. By custom 

and by treaty, it is tied to the fiction of the pre-eminence of 

national sovereignty in telecommunications matters. At a time 

- which national· boundaries have become increasingly less relevant 

to telecommunications, the sovereignty factor has been 

strengthened in the ITO, The rea,;on for this, of course, is the 

value that the majority of the Onion's members, the smaller 

developing nations, put on their influence in a one-nation, one

vote organization. No plan that "ould cede dgnificant powers to 

the COOs, superceding tbe present distribution of sovereignty, 

would be acceptable. Any modification of ITO coordination 

procedures .,n1 have to aocomodate to this fact, 

Resolution 3 of the 1g79 WIIBC, "hich recommended the 

Space l'IA~C, focusses only on national access to resources, This 

is despite the fact that, in reality, no more than ten percent of 

the Onion's member have, or can he expected to have, in the 



foreseeable future, need for direct access to GSO or frequency 

resources. In any event, there is no mention in the resolution 

of the role of the COOS as a factor in any revised planning 

procedures, 

This is not the result cf rnese amnesia i!bout the coo 

role, or any li!Ok of underSti!nding by the key players on the need 

to fit the coos into imy planning process. The reuons are 

_essentially political. The activist Third World countries which 

engineered the Space WARC resolution were primarily interested in 

keeping the focus en resolution langui!ge that would imply the 

need for some form of eovereign vesting of resources. Any 

mention of the coos would have deflected this focus. The onited 

States and other big s~tellita powers attempted, with some 

success, to get langui!ge in the resolution which would not pre

judge the planning method. -Again, any special mention of the 

rOle of the coos would have deflected this focus. As a result, 

in the intense negotiating over the resolution langui!ge, there 

was no consideration of, or interest in, explicitly i!Cknowledging 

the potential role of the COOs in the Spl!OI! WARC agenda. In 

summi!ry, the COOS and their interests will be II large and shadowy 

presence at both sessions of the Spl!ce WARC, the hrgest single 

satellite tl!SCucce of II majority of the delegations but 

represented, as euch, by none. 

DEFINING TIIE COMMON-OSER ORGANIZATIONS 

Who are the coos? The answer would seem simple enough, but 

not in the current complexities of international satellite 

affafrs. Defining the CtJO's will. in fact, be a mi!jcr element in 



any strategy fot factoring them into a revised ITO ph.nning 

mechanism. 

The obvious definition of !I. CUO is an otganization of two er 

more ITO Administrations which jointly own and operate a 

satellite system for their inte;national and/or domestic 

requirements. Intelsat ts such an organization. Several 

regional organizations also fit this definition, e.g. the Arabsat 

group. 

There is a second definition. This is a satellite faeility 

which is owned, or under the regulatory control, of a single ITO 

Administration but who.-;e services are utilhed by one or more 

other Adminhtrstions under bilateral arrangements, The current 

example of this is the Indone8ian Palapa II satellite. Palapa 

circuits ue lened by Malaysia, The Philippines and Singapore. 
--

Another variation en this are tl:ie 8even:l commercial proposals in 

this country to lease or sell satellite capacity fc,r 

internation11.l oper11.tions in the North At111.ntie region. 

The distinetion between these two types. of COO un.ngements • 

is important, This paper will restrict itself to a discussion of 

the first type, i.e. jointly-owned and opented systems. It is 

quite possible that arrangements of the second type will become 

meta common in the future. Given attitudes within the global 

telecommunications community, however, it is unrealistic to 

expect that the Space WARC conference would agree to any kind of 

spe~ial statos for common-user facilities owned or tegul11.ted by 11. 

single l\dministration, l\ny sooh proposal would be petceived as 

seeking preferential treatment by one set of Administrations vis-



a-vi$ the others.· It would also be challenged by the orthodox 

coos. 

l!oreover, in terms of the specific focus on D.S. interests 

in this paper, there is a strong case against suppocting 

preferential treatment, foe several reasons: 

l. Although the o.s. has an interest in enco11raging 

commercial international satellite operations by American firms, 

advocacy cf pcef=rential treatment that might benefit these firms 

co11ld be interpreted as II lessening of the o.s. commitment tc 

Intelsat. There is, moreover, no firm indication, now or in the 

f11ture, that D.S. firms would need such protection. 

2. The D.S. ha,; little interest in encouraging the 

development of national satellite systems abroad which might 

adopt a strategy of leasing services (such as the Indonesians now 

do) to other countries in way,; that may undercut Intelsat. 

3. The ·o.s, has an interest in- enco11raging smaller 

countries, particularly in the Third world, to continue to rely 

on Intelsat for their international and domestic needs, o, on 

jointly-owned regional systems, In terms of.their own self

intere,;t, such jointly-owned systems can provide developing 

countries a wide, range of services than national systems, More 

important, reliance on othec national systems can involve a 

significant loss of control by a country over its own 

telecomro11nicaticns. Participation in Intelsat or a jointly-owned 

re<,ional systems gives them some role in the plannin<, and 

opention of the system. 

This, in turn, focrns II critical part cf the strategic 

ar<,ument a<,ainst the ii p.t.io.ti planning proposals being advanced 



actively by those developing countrie,; who are in II potential 

po,:;ition to become regional satellite lei,.den, e.g. Indii,., Bruil 

etc. It is relevant to ask the sml!.ller developing countries 

whether their essential interests are best served by reliance on 

these regional "big powers• end, in partic01lar, whether they 11.re 

not better off with a modified ITO planning arrangement thi,.t 

gives more adequate attention to the needs of the Intelsat system 

end other common-user organizations in which they have more 

direct control. 

In summary, any IJ.S. proposals for giving greater 

recognition to common-user needs should be restricted to the 

inclusion of jointly-owned m11ltileteral organizations in any 

reviSed coordination planning asrrangements. 

TEE tJ.S. INTEREST IN A COO STRITEGY 

In e:i;aming any strategy for sn enhanced COO role in ITO 

coordination procedures, it is usef11l tc note that COO and O.S. 

interests 11-re not always the same. Bistorically, o.s, policy has 

been to s11pport Intelsat as its chosen instrument ill 

international satellite affairs. lllthough the o,s, has only a 24 

per cent controlling share in the organization, it is the 

dominent voting power, 

Mere recently there has been II small but significant shift 

in the longstanding policy of unquestioned support for Intelsat's 

role n the monopoly global carrier, This shift has taken place 

with the proposed entry of commercial tl,S. satellite carriers in 

inter-continental operations which will have some competitive 
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effect on Intelsat traffic, This debate, cunently carried on in 

11.n intensified form, will have to be kept apart ftom any o.s. 

proposals for an enhanced role for reguU.r common-user 

·operations at the Space WARC. The best 11ay to do this 11ould be, 

as suggested eerlier, to eliminate any nationally-011ned or 

regulated multilateral operation from consideration as an 

international common-user organi~ation. 

Within the o.s. government, several planning exercises have 

---given speoifio attention to the rol,:, of the coos in space 

communications policy. They are a Congressional Office of 

Technology l\ssessment (OTA) study in 1982 analysing the results 

of the 1979 WARC, and an FCC industry advisory group on 

preparations for the Space li'I\RC. In addition, a Hay 1984 FCC 

Notic_~ of Inquiry discusses the subject, 

The O_TA study suggested the_need to plan world satellite 

resources on the assumption that domestic satellite capacity in most 

countries would probably be made available on a joint-use common-use 

basis through Intelsat and regional aru,ngements. The study p,oposed 

·.greater policy attention tc the role of CIJOs • in fashioning a viable 

overall satellite strategy. 

The OTA report goes so far as to suggest that the United 

States 110d other developing countries should encourage privately

funded joint ventureB with_ developing countries to construct and 

operete region11l ·cao systems to meet their current domestic 

telecommunications needs. Such an approach, the report suggests, 

would offer the prospect of relieving the pressure on LDC support 

for 1111 JI 2..1:il!ti planning regime: "If low cost 11nd technically 

attractive domestic satellite capacity is made avail11ble through 



an international organization tbat accomodates the sovereignty 

interests of each country, many developing countries could come 

to see access to orbital slots and satellite frequencies as a 

side issue with availability of service being the main 

objective." 

The relationship of the coos to the Space WI\RC ie also 

discussed in a 1984 FCC industry advisory committee report on 

Space !'Ill.RC planning. Tbs committee reviewed possible O,S, 

approaches to integrating COO needs with those of individual 

countries, Its comments are Gignificant in reflecting an approach 

that is consistent with the overall D.S. goal of maintaining tbe 

flexible aspects of the current ITO resource-assignment mechanism, 

Tbe committee's Working Group C looked at a rang.e of 

proposed plenning methods which might be considered at the Space 

-W!l.RC. In evaluating middle-ground methods which could be 

acceptable to the United Stiltes and like-minded !l.dministrations, 

the group chose as first aii.ong tbs •preferred order• of planning 

methods a combination of "accesG demand planning• and •guaranteed 

access by means of multilateral coordination,• Both of these 

methods are consonant with the concept of An enhanced COO 

planning role discussed in this paper. 

Working Group B of the committee conducted an iotensive 

review of tbe legal and institutional fa.etors involved in•s.,aoe 

WARC issues, The institutional study, in P"rticularr discusses 

the COO role in any wotkAble resolution of these issues. 

The committee's Janu,.ry 1964 report drew upon these studies 

irt 1ukir,g its major point that the "United States should be 
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• 
prepared to make concessions to preserve the essentilll advantages 

of the existing regime.• It then goes on to dhouss,in general 

terms, how this might apply to cues: 

•••• 1111 a legal matter, the United States 
should be prepared to advocate the position 
that conflicts between individual states and 
common user institutions should be resolved 
consistently with any independent treaty 
obligations imposed by the charter of the 
common 1.1sec organization. As a corollary of 
this notion, when the conflict exists between 
a common user system and a st;,te or states 
that ace not bound by its treaty, 'equitable' 
access objectives 111ight be satisfied by an 
accomodation that confers the greater good to 
the gre11tec number of states. Altern11-tively, 
An arbitral procii>dure to arrive 11-t an 
internationally refereed decision might be 
used. In these ways, common user systems 
might have rights regarded as equal to those 
of independent systems sponsored by 
individual Adminhtrations acting outside of 
11 common user framework. The IJnited States 
could propose that such principles be 
integrated into the e}:isting coordination 
procedures.• 

As noted aboVe, current ITO procedures have been generally 

successful in permitting CIJOs to provide a high degree of 

"equitable" and even •guaranteed" access to satellite services 

by their member-nations, i.e. the overwhelming users of 

internation11-l satellite communications. The FCC advisory 

committee report is correct in noting that ITO regulations 

involving the coos •provide ll working reconciliation of the 

sovereignty notions that underpin the ITIJ with the collective 

decisionmaking that characterizes international org!lnizations. • 

The FCC has also issued four Notices of Inquiry (NOI) in 

preparation for the first session of the Space W!'.RC. (These 

notices are intended to inl'ite public comment on policies and 

proposals cunently before the Commission.) The fourth and 



final Spacl! WARC Notice, iBSUl!d in Hay 19S4, discussed, among 

other subjl!cts, a possible planning role for the CIJOs, 

Specifically, it reviews the option that ITO lldministrations 

could identify theit future network needs through "different 

institutional settings,• The Noticl! points out that these 

potential settings can vary in terms of their "jurisdiction 

(world, regional and sub-regional) and the kind of forum to be 

u,;ed. This could be, the Notice suggests, an IT□ forum or 11. non

ITIJ multilateral body. This lattet category could, of course, 

include Intelsat and/ot other common-user otgirnizations, 11.lthough 

these 11.re not mentioned specifically. The Notice points, out that 

some combination of one or more of these mech11.nisms is also 

possible. 

The FCC document 11111.kes the important point that a wide 

·variet-y of multi111.i:.eu.l,_ feCilities planning activities already 

exist. The United States participates in II number of these on a 

,;ontinuing baeis in the North lltlantic, Pacific and Catribean 

regions. There are comparable arrangements in other regions. 

Additionally, the two ITIJ technical consultative committees 

(CCIR/CCITT) have related planning exercises. Finally, Intelsat 

engages in a similar identification process on a quarterly basis, 

In the NOI comments on this sub"ject, the Commissions says 

that it is not "unalti!rably opposed to the use of multilateral 

forums for the identification of satellite requirements,• This 

is, obviously, a backhanded "ey of saying that it doesn't think 

much of the idea. Its preference (reflecting overall IJ,S, 

govetnment policy to date) is to cite what it calla the "many 
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compelling reasons for nlying on the initiative of individual 

r.dministrstions to unilsten1lly identify and describe their 

required satellite networks on e. ce.se-by-oase basis as they 

erise, using the IFR2 to disseminate the information.• 

The foremost reason for favoring this approach, the NOI 

states, is tbe complexity of the technical and operational 

aspects of designing and using satellites, Moreover, it notes, 

the subject is complicated by the range of domestic policies 

involved in u.cb different country. The Commission's conclusion 

is that attempting to shift this procedu•e from its pres,.nt focus 

on individual r.dministration planning to a multilateral forum 

would leiod inevitably to substantial difficulties. 

There is no question-about the soundness of the commission's 

comments on this subject in terms of longstanding U.S, interests, 

This country bas a highly-structured system for processing 

governmental end privat-e-sector GSO and fre-quency needs. The 

system is designed to operate effectively within present ITU 

procedures. 

The essential point for any Space WIRC strategy is that 

these procedu<eu are going to be modified. Whatever benafits the 

LOCs - the ITU majority - now get from the present system of 

multilateral facilities planning activities, these activities are 

not perceived as enough to satisfy the •equitable" and 

"guaranteed access• standards set in the Space WIIRC agenda. 

The ext<eeme LOC position is to impose a stdct planning 

regime, involving pre-detetmined •ownership" of GSO and 

frequency resources. To counter these vie.,s, the u.S, ptoposals 

must be responsive to the essential elements of "equitable" and 



"guaranteed" access, while retaining a realistic measure of the 

present flexible procedures. The current consultative 

arrangements described in the FCC Notice can be an important 
, 

continuing part of any such pattern. But, given the political 

situation at the $pace WARC, something else is needed. As this 

paper suggests, a closer look at the role of Intelsat and the 

other COOS should be part of any approach to a workable D.S. 

stn.tegy. 

It would, of course, be naive for the anited States to base 

its Space NARC stnt .. gy on th" assumption that, if the present 

system works, there is no problem. There is a problem as long as 

the adoption of some sort of long-range JI, .,u:iati allocation 

system is possible. LDC thinking on this subject was for'med, in 

part, after two leading LDC activists, India and -Indonesia, had 

difficulties in coordinating domestic satellite and GSO frequency 

needs with Intelsat and Intersputnik (the soviet network) in the 

197111 s. The fact that these coordinations problems were resolved 

should not obscure the equally important h.ct both India and 

Indonesia had to make technical concessions which they regarded 

as harmful to optimal efficiency of the systems they were 

planning. These two examples will b" cited repeatedly by Third 

World delegations as justification favoring A ~.tiati planning 

arrangements at the Space !111'.RC. 

Fer the Onited States and other industrialized countries, 

the question is whether the present coordination procedures as 

they affect the COOs can be improved in ways that deflect such 

criticism as well as provide a more viable ba5is for 
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coordin11.ting both COO and nation!ll needs. Tb.e thrust of this 

paper is the need for a closer exaP1in&tion of a strategy which 

would give a greater positive role to the cooe in aggregating 

the resource needs of their members as the initi&l step in the 

ITU planning and coordination process, Cootdin;,,.tion difficulties 

between this coo aggregation process and independent naticnal 

requests, could be res0lved through an •ubitral procedure to 

urive at an internationaly refereed deci,;ion• (in the words of 

the FCC advisory rep0rt). The result would be {as the FCC report 

implies) a newly-defined form cf equality between sovereign 

st;,,.tes and the COOs in the procedures for sharing resources. 

There are hazards for U.S. interests in this proposed 

process, As the largest single user of both domestic and 

international satellite facilities, these interests, potentially 

;,,.t le11.st, ate !l.t risk in submitting to arbitration procedures 

that go beyond the current general formulations, There is a 

specific risk, 1Urectly touching on national security interests, 

if the process w-ere to affect the considerable O,S. sta):e in 

milituy satellites. Any revised coordination formula w-ould have 

to include assurances protecting the sov.,reign right of any 

country to obtain its basic satellite resource requirements. 

Given the strong ptopriet11.ry interest th;o.t most ITO 

Administrations have 11.bout these tights. any radic!l.l modification 

is not a likely prospect. !levertheless, some modifications are 

implied in any formula. tbat narrows the gap between the present 

unobstructed view of sovereign rights and the lack of CITO rights. 

With these caveats, it is reasonable to assume that 

proo>osing some form of enhanced role for Intelsat and other CtJOs 
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in 11.n ITO satellite-resources planning process would be in line 

with basic American policy and interest, The hazards lie in the 

details of what may finally be decided at the Space WARC. 

It is useful now to turn to an analysis of the present and 

potential attitudes of other countries towards propos.,ls for more 

direct COO participation in the ITO coordinastion process. These 

countries divide roughly into three groupings - the Third World, 

the Europeans and the soviets. 

TBIRD .WDRr.D ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS 

Space WARC is largely the result of 11.n initiative by 

Third World countries to correct what they perceive is the 

imbalance in apportioning satellite resources. The initil!ltive 

came largely from a small group of countries which hl!ld the 

technical expertise and the political will to force the issue at 

the 1979 general WARC conference, These countries were Indil!l, 

Brazil, Algeria, Indonesia and, on the fringes, Yugoslavia, !lost 

other developing countries pll!lyed a very small role in the 

process, except to provide general support for the initiative. 

There has been no significant questioning within the Third 

world of the need to revise present ITO procedures along the 

"equitl!lble" and •guaranteed access• themes of the 1979 resolution 

mandating the Space WARC. Developing countries have often 

demonsttated their ability to vote theh own interests in ITO 

conferences even when these interests conflict with overall Third 

World ideological appeals. On the key Space WARC issues, 

ho .. ever, they can be expected to support (et least initially) .a 



pdoci planning recommendations for meeting the •equitable" Ii.lid 

•guaranteed" goals set out in the conference agenda. 

over and above the ideological appeals at Space WARC,. 

developing countdes will cite what they consider to be a major 

precedent in support of J. priori planning. Spec;ifically, they 

will argue that the onited states and other satellite powers have 

agreed to similar proc;edures in put ITO conferences, Their-'-· 

msjor example will be the decisions of a 1977 ITO conference ,;,n 

direct broadcasting freg11encies in which specific GSO and 

frequency resources were vested on a country-by-country basis,'· 

(The agreement did not initially cover the Onit!d States and 

other western Hemisphere countries, which adopted a modified 

version of the 1977 agreement in 1983.) The analogy between the 

1977 llgreement and the ii £.[.i!2.C.i proposals that will be submitted 

to the Sp!l.ce WARC is, however, an imperfect one, The 1977 plan 

involved a sincjle satellite service. It-de!l.lt with a common 

technical standard, as well as a technology that had not been 

actively put into eervic;e. None of these conditions apply to ·the 

.:omplex series of satellite services that will be looked at in 

the Space Wl!.RC, Nevertheless, the 1977 precedent will be 

prominently .:ited as an example of the feasability of Ji pcio_ci 

planning and vesting of resources. 

In summary, the Third world majority will come to Space WABC 

with a strong bias in h'1or of replicating, on a hrger scale, 

the ll BIJ.iu.i planning pattern adopted by the ITO eight years ago 

for direct broadcasting • 

Given this background, the prospect for workable 

alternatives to II m::i.cti planning may seem dim. Any 
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countecpcoposalB will be tte!l.ted with suspicion, including the 

coo options discussed in this paper. The more voc!l.l LDC leaders 

1r1ill contend that giving an enhanced role to the CIJOS does not 

fulfill the conference mandate of gu,.cimteed, equitable access. 

In particular, they will argue that it undercuts this mandate by 

giving preference to Intelsat, an organhation dominated (thcough 

weighted voting) by the United States and other industri!l.l 

powers. 

It is an appeal that will have a certain force. It can be 

answered by sl!tting asidl! the 111onolithic implications of the term 

"Third world," and examining the varied interests and motivations 

of developing countries in the satellite field. 

In satellite matters, the most visible group of countries 

were those which-acti-vely sponsored the 1979 Space WARC 

conference resolution, They include India, Indonesia, Algeriil 

and Brazil, among others. Their common interest is that they ace 

either now regional satellite powers oc have aspirations in that 

direction. Because of their early involvement in i!Ctive 

satellite operations, they have a knowledgeable team of expects 

on the subject. They have been articulate, persuasive spokesmen 

for Third World initiatives within the UIJ, l!owever, these 

countries also have othe<, more parochial interests in their 

evolving eole as regional s~tellite powers. 11.ny propOS"-l to 

strengthen Intelsat (or potentially rival regional systems) 

within the ITIJ framework will probably be regarded by them as 

being against these interests. 

The role of these countries at the Space WA~C should not be 
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minimized, 'I'bey h11.ve a clearly defined sense of tbeir own 

interest, and of its relationship to overall 'I'hird i'iorld 

ooncetns. 'I'heir message to other developing countries is an 

attractive one: establisb your control over a critical set of 

netutal resources in the one United Nations organization where 

developing countries collectively have I! treaty-protected ability 

to do so. 

'I'he temptation fct the smaller LDCs - the m;:,.jotity of ITU 

members - to accept this argument without question is sttong, It 

involves the ;:,.ppeal of the free lunch, cf getting something fot 

nothing, It is an appeal that will be difficult to counter. The 

i'iestetn arguments emphasize technic;:,.l objections to the .II~~~ 

approach. l!owevet valid these arguments ate, they do net add up 

to a successful sttategy which will convince i1 6ignificant number 

of LDCs to te-e,i:amine their genen.lly unguestJoned suppott for .II 

RU!lLi planning. 

I\ workable strategy will be directed to their bro;ider 

intetests in satellite communications, well beyond technical 

details. Their intetests lie in AJ::l:.e.li.li to satellite services, 

not to GSO or ftequency tesoutces. Almost without exception, they 

depend on Intelsat for their international satellite services. 

Incteasingly, they also use Intelsat facilities for a range of 

domestic satellite services. Over the next decade, more smell 

countries will Blso _depend on supplemental services supplied by 

regional CtJOs. The prospects of developing their own individual 

s;itellite facilities are, in almost every instance, remote. Thus 

the concept of vecting rights in a package of GSO slots and 

frequencies, however 10ttractive as en exercise in international 



pork-banelling, hu llttle pn.ctical value. 

The current Third world scenario, as put forward by a 

minority group of activist countries, is not responsive to these 

realities. Purely in terms of the economics of satellite 

systems, most LDCs will not be able to use their vested resources 

for discrete national purposes, The prospect of leasing these 

resources to other countries cr to commercial ventures is a 

totally unproven alternative. The only possible Third world 

beneficiaries of an J; ~isl..I..1 assignment system would be a small 

group of larger countries (India, Brazil etc,) whose populations 

and geographical mass justify a national system, As has already 

been demonstrated on a small scale in the case of the Indonesian 

Palapa ,;atellite, ,;mallet LDCs might benefit from concessional 

access to such national syi;tems. The obvious disadvantage is 

that they would have no planni"ng· or management control. or hope 

of financial returns, in such an arrangement. In the not

inconceivable circumstance of political crisis within their 

region, they could be cut off from access to a satellite wholly 

owned by a hostile neighbor, with predictable harm to their own 

national telecommunications facilities. 

All this is by 1ny of returning to the fact that their 

realistic prospects, now and in the future, lle principally with 

COO arrangements as the best guarantee for equitable access to 

the services they need. This oan involve Intelsat and/or 

regional systems. In both instances, they have a management 

share and the hope of a profitable return on their investment. 

In summary, the tDCs break down into two broad categories, 
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meaBured by- their realistic interests, as they- prepare for the 

Space i'IARC. The small group includes co11ntries which have now or 

will have in the future an interest in developing national 

Batellite system, with posdble regional extensions, An JI ~tl11L1 

resource-allocation process could, arguably, benefit them, 

The large gro11p - the majority of ITIJ Administrations 

includes countries who are out of the running in terms of 

developing national satellite systems, Their re!llistic interests 

lie in access to a range of services proqided by CIJOs. They ue 

the countries which WO\lld benefit directly from an enhanced CIJO 

role in the ITIJ planning and coordination process. 

This suggests II convergence of interests on the future role 

of CUOs, moving towuds a middle-ground resolution of the key 

Space i'/ARC issue,·one which c:ould ser"'e the interests of the LDC 

·majority as well those 11s the Dnited States, 

It involves, in_ broad terms, a planning a"d ·coordinating 

system that would establish a form of priority for the CIJOs in 

identifying their GSO and frequency needB on a continuing 

"rollover" basis. Given the reality of Intelsat's dominant role 

in global satellite traffic, the requirements of most 

Administcation would be met first by coordination within 

Intelsat, then by coordination witb other CtrOs, and finally, at 

the IFRB level, by coordination with those requirements of 

individual Administrations tihich are not met in the initial 

coordination rounds. 

There are cleecly- a number of loose ends to be tied up in 

any such enangemnt. One of them involves the thirty oc more 

mini-states tihich are not members of Intelsat or a cegional 
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system. Many of them are-, in fact, serviced by Intelsat; spech.l 

provisions could be made to have their interests represented by 

Intelsat and/or a regionl!.1- grouping. 

SU.ch II pattern wou.ld provide most LDCs with II coordination 

regime that would rely more, in terms of •guaranteed access,• on 

their ownership and management participation in cues which are 

capable of the technical and economic aggregation of facilities 

that can give them, in re.ility, the fu.11 range of their required 

services. 

For the United States and its industrial partners, it would 

mean ceding some precedence in the coordination process to COO 

needs, withou_t howev-er sunendering their own individu11.l right to 

access to GSO and frequency resources for national systems. 

EOEIOPEAN AND CANADIAN ATTITUD_E$ 

The Europe11.ns and Canadians share with the United States 

general opposition to the ~-ind of~ -'ll:i!l..ti plans put forw11.rd by 

Third World activists. As a result, _they are interested in 

acceptable alternatives, However, their receptivity to the idail 

of giving the cues a more prominent role in any planning process 

is less predictable. 

Like the United States, the Europeans would be concerned 

that any such pattern not threaten their continuing plans for 

domestic: and regional ,;11.tellite development. The Canadianc would 

be less concerned: they have an active domestic network, plus 

good working relations with tbe United States in regional 

satellite coordination. 



The Canadians might be most receptive to ll plan whicb gave 

an enhanced role to coos in tbe ITO. They have an instinct for 

this kind of compromise approach, The Europeans as a group might 

be somewhat more wary. In particular they will be mindful cf the 

difficulties they hsd in coordin.,ting their regional satellite 

arrengernents with Intelsllt &everal yesrB ago, 

Secondly, tbe Europeans would probably weigh commercial 

considerations in any evaluation of such a strategy. The 

European satellite industry continues to play a secondary role 

to the Americans, particularly in tbe key area of Intelsat 

contracts. The Europeans will compete vigorously {helped by 

governrn1>nt subsidies) for the large number of satellites planned 

by Intelsat, other COOS and by individual countries between now 

and the end of the century. As a result, the Europeans will 

consider the effect of these commerch.l prospects in any 

proposals ·for Gpf!cialized coo participation in overl!ll satellite 

planning:. With these Cl!Veats in mind, it is probable that the 

Europel!nS would be amenable to any strategy involving the coos 

that promises to modify the threat of 11 pdoti satellite-resource 

planning. 

TSE SOVIET/CHINESE AT'l'I'l'ODES 

Soviet reactions to such a strategy are, predictably, more 

- difficult to judge. The Soviets were more adamantly o.,posed to 

the calling of a Space WIIRC conference than any othet 

industdalized country. They have, of course, "-11 equal stake in 

heading off .. ny A ll..tio..r.i planning proposals, 

Despite this, they followed their usual pattern of letting 
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the United States and other ind1rntrialized states take the beat 

during the debate on the 1979 Space WARC resolution in Geneva, 

They will undoubtedly like to follow II eimilar course during the 

Space WI\.RC, unless there w11s some indic11tion of ag-i,eement euly 

on in the conference on II viable alternative to .ii g,t,ig_ci 

pl11nning. Since this is unlikely, the Soviets will probably 

revert to their traditional posture of allowing the West to take 

the debating beat. 

They Are, however, realists in these mattere. I\. strategy 

involving ;ii great coordin;iiting role for the caos would interest 

them. Tbeit concerns would probably center around the status of 

their own cnmmon-user org11nization, Intersputnik, Tr11ffic on 

their system aggreglltes to something less than one per cent of 

Intelsat'e total traffic. For bargaining purposes, the Soviets 

-might pre~s for e. formula that equates ·Intelsat llnd Interaputnik 

- a fiction they att,:,mpt to sustain in varioue int.,rnational 

forums, lilevertheless, th,:,ir interest in any workllble alt,:,rnative 

to .ii gtiD.ti planning is probably strong ennugh to overrid" such a 

tactic. If 1111 enh11nced role for cuos emerged 11.s p11rt of an 

11.cceptable altern11tive to 4 gll.!l.ll planning, the Soviets would 

probably suppo-i,t the proposal. 

Whil" professing ideological sympathy with Third world 

concerns·over resource allocation, the Chinese have generally 

distanced themselves from specific endorsement of .ii Q,ti.Qti 

solutions. They probably perceive their interests in this area 

as being closer to those of the Western countries. They have 11 

major interest in expandin9 their domestic satellite network, 
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aware of the WA!lC's importance to the organiz.ition's future. 

has submitted several papers on the subject to its board of 

governors, providing details of the conference's relevance to 

Intelsat opertions. The board and the Assembly of Parties have 

not yet focussed on the subject. One reason for this undoubtedly 

is that most Intelsat members have not themselves defined their 

own detailed Space WARC plans. Specifically, they have not 

rel~ted their own national approaches to their Intelsat 

interests. Intelsat's strategy regarding Space WARC could be a 

significant element in the overall pattern of the conference, 

beginning with the first session next year. 

Over and above the question of a possible enhanced role in 

ITU coordination procedures, Intelsat will have several specific 

concerns. One will be its relationship to other international 

cues. lnJelsat is clearly the outsized member of this group and 

will contillue to be so for the forseeable" future-. Bow will its 

needs be weighed against those of Intersputnik or the smaller 

regional networks? Second. Intelsat will be concerned about the 

sta~us of nationally-based cues e.g., Palapa. Given the current 

dispute over a D.S. commercial entry into international satellite 

markets, Intelsat cap.. be expected. to oppose any ITU recognition 

of such networks as legitimate common user organizations in a 

revised coordination plan. 

The other organization with a stake in the Space WARC 

outcome is the ITO, More than a century old, the Onion is, among 

other things, an experienced bureaucracy, conditioned to resist 

change. This ..resistance is magnified by the fact that the 



reco9nit1on of such networks as le9itimate common user 

orsanizations in a revised coordination plan. 

The other organisation with a stake in the Space WARC 

outcome is the IT□. The 120-year-old Onion is, amon9 othet 

things, an experienced bureaucracy, conditioned to resist change, 

Thi& resistance is magnified by the fact that the organb:ation 

cloes not have a unitary structure. Its component parts open.ta 

semi-autonomously, under a Directorate-General which provides 

overall mana9ement 9uidance and support. The ITO element most 

concerned with Spii!-ce I/ARC is the International Frequency 

Registration Board (IFRB), the agency wbiob carries out the 

coordination procedutes for all radio frequencies. The IFRB will 

be wary of any plan which appears to threaten its traditional 

prerogatives. An enhanced role for Intelsat and the other coos 

in the coordination process for GSO and frequency reg_isttastiOns 

could be seen as such a threat. 

However, the instinct for survival 111t the ITO is also alive 

and well. ITO offici111ls know thats confrontational showdown at 

Space I/ARC, and the possibility of a failed conference, would be 

a serious thre.i.t to the Onion's future effectiveness. As a 

result, its offlcials h.i.ve a stake in assisting the development 

of compromise solutions, including those which may appeat to 

impinge on traditional ITO responsibilities. 

IMPLEMENTING AN AMERICAN STRATEGY 

Any D.S. strategy dealing with the Space WARC will be ~ 

combination of elements - political, economic and technical, 



There has been somewhat less attention to the overall 

political factors that will be as much of the conference 

environment as the technical. 

The United States is not going to the conference to defend 

in toto the present ITU satellite-resource coordinating system. 

such a defense would be self-defeating. There are good reasons 

for adjusting the system to new realities •. If the United States 
·-

and other countries W"ith similar points of view cannot propose 

imaginative policies, other alternatives will be adopted by 

default. The t'esult could be s_ome form of rigid assignment plan 

and would be a step backward from the current workable, although 

imperfect, coordination process. Whatever its faults, the 

present system has been a critical factor in permitting satellite 

networks of all kinds to expand at a prodigious rate during the 

pa-st 20 years. 

o.s. policy is to secure agreements that maintain the 

essential flexible characteristics of the present system. The 

primary barriers to achieving this end are not technical or 

economic. They are political. 

Tbit paper has outlined the reasons for giving more 

attention to the CIJO factor in the o.s. proposals. such an 

approach offers an opportunity to moderate a large share of LDC 

concerns about future access to GSO and frequency resources. In 

developing this subject within a U.S. strategic framework, the 

purpose should be to establish. as a procedural matter, the level 

at which all ITO idministration needs can be efficiently and 

equitably aggregated by giving some precedence to CtJOs in a new 

form of ITO planning and coordination process. 
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purpose should be to establish, as II procedural matter, the level 

at which all ITO !ldministraticn needs can be efficiently and 

equitably aggregated by giving some precedence to coos in a new 

form of ITO planning and coordination process, 

The process would not pre-empt the right of any

!ldministr11tion tc register its own national requirements at any

pcint in the coordination cy-cle. The primery constraints would 

be those which are already in fcrce, These provide that 

coordination problems between individual !1dministr11tions and COOs 

should be resolved consistently with any independent treaty 

obligations imposed by the COO charter. The FCC industry 

advisory committee bas suggested II useful corollary covering 

disputes between II COO and an !ldministr11tion which is not bound 

by the COO treaty. In such cases, the committee's report 
--

proposes_ that equitable-access objectives might be satisfied by 

an aocommodation that confers the greeter good to the greater 

numbet of states, !llternatively, the committee report notes, 11n 

erbitral procedure should be established. 

"In these ways,• the committee report concludes, "common 

user systems might have rights reg11rded as equal to those of 

independent systems sponsored by individual administrations 

acting outside of common user frameworks. The Onited States 

could propose that such pcinciples be integnted into the 

existing coordination pcocedures,• 

These ptccedures would have to worked out carefully, By way 

of example, one option would be a three-step procedure for 

bringing the coos into the planning and coocdination pcocess. 
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The first step would be an institutional arrangement within 

the ITU which would specifically acknowledge the ccle of Intelsat 

and other cues in a planning cycle foe the coordination of future 

frequency and GSe requirements. Intelsat and other cues would 

have priority in preparing their requirements, based on 

projections cf their current operational patterns. This planning 

coordination would take place under ITU auspices between eligible 

cues, The procedure could also include ITU Administrations who 

ace not members of a common user organhation, but who might 

elect to have their needs included in the cue planniog exercise. 

In addition, Administrations which operate, or pllln to operate, 

n11-tional systems could p11-rticipate so that any requirements 

indep_endent of their COO involvement ci;,uld be considered in the 

overall eggregatii;,n i;,f neede. 

Thia pl11-nning cycle would be on •rollovi=c" basis, As a 

result, there wo_Uld be relatively limited adjustments at any one _ 

point in the process over the yeare. The purpose of the el!'ercise 

would be to accomodate, to the widest extent possible, the 

domestic and international satellite services needs i;,f all 

Administrations through common-user systems. This would provide 

a pragmatic substitute foe equitable treatment and guaranteed 

access in en a ..i.i::itttl system, The critical difference would be 

the enhanced ability of the CUOs to (a) aggregate tectlnicel and 

economic resources in ways that service their members mora 

effectively and (b) to conserve frequency and GSe resources. 

The second step would be to submit these jointly 

coordinated ClJO phna, with related registration requests, to the 

IFRB under the present Notifying Administration procedures i;,t, 
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possibly, directly. These submissions would form the base for 

the IFR!l's overall satellite frequency illnd GSO cegistcatie,n 

pcocess, Provisie,n would have to be made foe the ceintingency 

that the COO submissions do not cover (11) 1111 individual 

Administration requirements and (bl CUO cequicements which, when 

submitted tei the IFRB, did not resolve all technical 

oompatabilities between COOs oc between II CUO and an individual 

Administration. 

This .resolution process would take place in II third step 

through (in the wocds of the FCC industry advhocy report) •an 

arbitral procedure to accive at an internationally refereed 

decision,• The details of these procedure will have to be 

carefully studied. On the one hand, it should include safeguards 

"-gainst any "rbitcacy ce·s1:.rtctions on national sa.tellite 

developrnerit, On the other b&nd, the procedures will have to be 

strong enough to satisfy LDC Administrations that, potentially, 

their right to practical guaranteed access to frequency and GSO 

resourcei; (via the CUOs) will be protected against so-oalled 

"first come, ficst served• pee-emption by national systems. 

Developing an acceptable cons11nst1s between these two requirements 

will a difficult but ccitical pact of the acceptability of any 

workable arbitration procedure, 

RECOIIIIENDATION 

Thece is a St<ong case for morn active consideration of the 

role of COOS in a tevised ITO cooedination [>tocedu<e for S[>aCe 

frequency and GSO tesou<ces. An enh~nced COO presence in these 
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pn,cedures could be an i111port11nt step towards nurowing the 

current gap between the p,nceptions of ~orth and South groupings 

at the conference. If thh approach is a viable one for the 

Dnited States, the next step is to develop a set of specific 

proposals for inclusion in the overall D,S, Space WARC proposals. 

Under ITO rulu:, these are scheduled to be submitted by February 

1985. At the same time, it will be important to consult with 

other Administnitions to teat the proposals, both in terms of 

content and the degree of support they can be expected to receive 

in the conference itself. 
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